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bag to carry with you.. or off a steep slope. The Tuk Tuk Laptop Carrying Pouch is soft and light and hasQ: Creating a Grid with empty cells in Animate How can I create a grid with empty cells (1×1 Grid) in Animate? I was able to create a grid with empty cells (2×2 Grid) using the following code. Animate[ Grid@{{Blank[1], Blank[1], Blank[1], Blank[1]}, {Blank[1], Blank[1], Blank[1], Blank[1]}}, {2, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 1, 1}] And I want
to recreate this grid with empty cells of any size. A: Use a list comprehension: Grid[Table[Blank[size], {size, {3, 3, 3}}], Dividers -> All] Grid[Table[Blank[size], {size, {1, 2, 3, 3}}], Dividers -> All] This invention relates to a process of producing films and more particularly to a process of producing laminated films. Production of films by applying a starting material to a substrate and causing the starting material to harden at the surface
of the substrate is well known in the art and various techniques have been proposed, depending on the properties of the starting materials used and the objects desired. Laminated films of this type are excellent in such properties as heat resistance, moisture resistance, solvent resistance and electrical properties and are therefore widely used as insulating films, vapor-deposited films, protective films and so on. Such films are produced by
applying a starting material to a substrate and drying the starting material to form a film on the surface
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seizures are often the first presenting symptoms of many neurological disorders. Antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) are currently used to treat epilepsy and seizure disorders. Phenytoin (PHT) and diphenylhydantoin (DPH) are the two commonly used AEDs in the United States. AEDs have shown a broad range of side effects, including skin irritation, nausea, hirsutism, teratogenicity, and neurotoxicity. To improve the efficacy of the AEDs,
chitosan film-PHT and chitosan film-DPH (CP) films with a quaternized chitosan (QCS) were prepared using the entrapment technique. The PHT and DPH content in the CP films were 9.8wt% and 9.7wt%, respectively. The release of PHT and DPH from the CP films is sustainably and gradually increased over 20days, and the cumulative release rate of PHT and DPH reached to 80wt% and 86wt%, respectively. PHT and DPH exerted
anti-seizure activity and anti-epileptic effects in vivo. In conclusion, the CP films are a good alternative to prolonged drug 3e33713323
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